Why people prefer seeking care from one country to other countries: a case study from Cambodia

Abstract

Medical tourism is attracting attention of travelers from all over the globe. Globalization and advances in technology have transformed health care in the past decade; but generally, the process of providing care in developing countries is often poor and varies widely. Patients travel from one country to another countries with many influential factors; patients might search for the highest possible quality of health care, whereas others might be looking for less expensive treatment abroad. This paper reviews relevant literatures to show factors to cause the medical tourism and challenges of healthcare in Cambodia, especially, the main motivations of patients to seek medical treatment abroad.
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Introduction

The current global trend towards a more integrated world is challenging our understanding of public health. As national borders become increasingly porous, public health experts need to explore new ways of managing national health systems. Individuals have travelled abroad for health benefits since ancient times, and during the 19th Century in Europe for example there was a fashion for the growing middle classes to travel to spa towns to ‘take the waters’, which were believed to have health-enhancing qualities. During the 20th Century, wealthy people from less developed areas of the world travelled to developed nations to access better facilities and highly trained medics. However, the shifts that are currently underway with regard to medical tourism are quantitatively and qualitatively different from earlier forms of health related travel. People travelling abroad with the expressed purpose of accessing or receiving medical treatment is a growing phenomenon associated with processes of globalization. This includes cheaper and more widely available air travel and cross-border communication through the internet, which allows medical providers from one country to market themselves to patients in another. There is growing recognition that increased demand for services among users is related to improved quality and accountability by the health care system, and empowerment of patients and respectful treatment. Health workforce capability is limited by numbers and expertise. There are the conventional reasons why Southeast Asians are travelling for healthcare: cost, shorter wait times for procedures, access to treatments unavailable in one’s home country and the added bonus of cheap travel. But sometimes people are travelling for medical care simply because they have no other choice. Medical tourism has actually a lot more direct and indirect benefits, and they all depend on the circumstances of your travel. The far less serious your condition is, the more you will have a better time being treated in foreign land. There are always some negative things to consider, but generally, the benefits-affordability, quality of healthcare, availability of services, and the opportunity to travel far outweigh any of the disadvantages.

Literature review

What is medical tourism?

The trade in health services for foreign patients, often termed ‘medical tourism’ or medical travel, is a growing industry being aggressively marketed across Asia. Medical tourism has become a US$60 billion a year business and is growing by 20% a year. Experts predict businesses and governments in developed countries will join the trend, “outsourcing” medical services to low cost providers abroad. Anyway, the global growth in the flow of patients and health professionals as well as medical technology, capital funding and regulatory regimes across national borders has given rise to new patterns of consumption and production of healthcare services over recent decades. A significant new element of a growing trade in healthcare has involved the movement of patients across borders in the pursuit of medical treatment and health; a phenomenon commonly termed ‘medical tourism’. Medical tourism occurs when consumers elect to travel across international borders with the intention of receiving some form of medical treatment. Medical tourism can be defined as the process of traveling outside the country of residence for the purpose of receiving medical care. Growth in the popularity of medical tourism has captured the attention of policy makers, researchers and the media. Originally, the term referred to the travel of patients from less developed countries to developed nations in pursuit of the treatments not available in their homeland.1 Medical tourists cross national border to access care, motivated by health service issues such as high cost, lengthy wait time and/or lack of accessibility in their home system.2,4

The flow of health care seekers around the world

The current global trend towards a more integrated world is challenging our understanding of public health. In recent years, more and more patients have decided to seek medical treatment in countries where they are not resident for better healthcare system. For years tourists from developed countries have been jumping on planes and
heading out to less well-off countries in order to save money on medical procedures that cost many times more in their own countries. In some cases they simply spend the same amount of money but enjoy three or four weeks convalescing in a warm climate. Globally, medical tourism is huge, and Southeast Asia is an industry hotspot. Patients Beyond Borders, a US-based organization that tracks trends in medical tourism worldwide, estimates that the global market is expanding by up to 25% each year and is worth upwards of $55 billion annually with more than 11 million consumers—nearly a third of whom are travelling to Southeast Asia. Every year, Indonesians leave their country in droves to access basic medical services they can’t find in their own country. According to media reports, the Indonesian government estimates that its citizens spend roughly $1.15 billion a year on healthcare abroad—much of it in Malaysia. However, it’s not just Indonesians who are traversing the region to seek medical care they cannot find at home. Due to a lack of trust in local healthcare facilities, thousands of Cambodians spend millions of dollars a year on health tourism—going to countries like Thailand, Vietnam, or Singapore for treatment. The number of Cambodian outbound tourists reached some 1,400,000 in 2016 up from 1,200,000 the previous year. The visitors from 24% to 30% travelled to Thailand and Vietnam for visit and medical check-up purpose. Cambodian tourist spent approximately US$600 million dollars a year during their overseas trips. While most would think that medical travelers seek cheap and fast medical attention, some facts in a May 2008 McKinsey and Company report regarding medical tourism indicated otherwise. The report states that 40% of medical travelers seek the world’s most advanced technology; they seek for high-quality medical care global, giving little attention to the proximity of potential destinations or the cost of care. 32% seek better healthcare than what they could find in their own countries, which are often in the developing world. Another 15% seek for faster medical services while only 9% of travelers seek lower costs as their primary consideration (Figure 1). In some cases they simply spend the same amount of money but enjoy three or four weeks convalescing in a warm climate. Globally, medical tourism is huge, and Southeast Asia is an industry hotspot. Patients Beyond Borders, a US-based organization that tracks trends in medical tourism worldwide, estimates that the global market is expanding by up to 25% each year and is worth upwards of $55 billion annually with more than 11 million consumers—nearly a third of whom are travelling to Southeast Asia. Every year, Indonesians leave their country in droves to access basic medical services they can’t find in their own country. According to media reports, the Indonesian government estimates that its citizens spend roughly $1.15 billion a year on healthcare abroad—much of it in Malaysia. However, it’s not just Indonesians who are traversing the region to seek medical care they cannot find at home. Due to a lack of trust in local healthcare facilities, thousands of Cambodians spend millions of dollars a year on health tourism—going to countries like Thailand, Vietnam, or Singapore for treatment. The number of Cambodian outbound tourists reached some 1,400,000 in 2016 up from 1,200,000 the previous year. The visitors from 24% to 30% travelled to Thailand and Vietnam for visit and medical check-up purpose. Cambodian tourist spent approximately US$600 million dollars a year during their overseas trips. While most would think that medical travelers seek cheap and fast medical attention, some facts in a May 2008 McKinsey and Company report regarding medical tourism indicated otherwise. The report states that 40% of medical travelers seek the world’s most advanced technology; they seek for high-quality medical care global, giving little attention to the proximity of potential destinations or the cost of care. 32% seek better healthcare than what they could find in their own countries, which are often in the developing world. Another 15% seek for faster medical services while only 9% of travelers seek lower costs as their primary consideration (Figure 1).
that can take care of their daily needs, but may still have to travel outside the country (in some cases) for specialized care. Healthcare in Cambodia still facing many key areas of concern: lower aggregate health indicators than neighboring countries, despite higher per capita health spending; low public service wages creating a situation of low service delivery in the public health services; a continued shortage of key medical personnel; financial barriers remain for significant proportions of the population; significant lack of accountability within the financing of the health system, posing major challenges to the planning of efficient resource allocation; and external aid remains fragmented and is not always in line with national health priorities.27

Methodology

In this article the findings of a scoping review are presented that address the question: why patients prefer seeking healthcare outside the country? Academic articles, grey literature, and media sources were gathered in a comprehensive fashion in order to answer this question. This is consistent with the scoping review approach, which aims to synthesize what is known about a particular issue across multiple literature types in order to achieve clarity about the state of knowledge and evidence that exists.28 The synthesis presented here follows the scoping review protocol outlined by Arksey et al.,29 identifying the question; identifying relevant literature; selecting the literature; charting the data; and collating, summarizing and reporting the results. In the remainder of this section the steps undertaken to complete each stage are outlined. The study is conducted from 2016 to 2017, by reviewing and analyzing the documents and data from the interviewee. The interviewee was randomly selected in local and outside the country.

Findings

According to the documents and literature analysis, i found that Cambodia still needs a highly skilled professional healthcare workforce to address the country’s significant health challenges. Ozawa et al.,30 have shown that the popular view of quality of care by public and private providers in Cambodia relates to waiting time, perceived costs, effectiveness and availability of medicine, mode of administering medicines and interpersonal skills displayed by medical personnel. Among the users of the public health services, many complain about lack of hygiene and high cost.31 Anecdotal evidence suggests that services provided by the private sector are often unnecessarily expensive and of questionable quality.22,23 An increasing number of patients are seeking care abroad, mainly in neighboring countries such as Thailand and Viet Nam. Most hospitals lack modern trauma units or services such as ambulances with trained medics etc. The medical services and hospitals in Cambodia do not meet international standards and lack hands-on training of advanced medical personnel. Among the users of the public health services, many complain about lack of hygiene and high cost.31 Anecdotal evidence suggests that services provided by the private sector are often unnecessarily expensive and of questionable quality.22,23 An increasing number of patients are seeking care abroad, mainly in neighboring countries. Medical tourism is challenging the traditional ways of thinking about public health and we are confronted with a wide array of questions that still need to be answered. Research about the topic is still in its infancy and more studies are urgently needed. The concept of medical tourism is appealing to anyone who is interested in high quality and affordable healthcare. The medical tourism phenomenon is gaining popularity and the number of people going abroad for treatment increases rapidly every year. With many medical tourism benefits, advancements in technology and improvements in healthcare standards within developing countries, it is likely that the advantages of medical tourism will provide a striking economical solution to many healthcare problems.

Conclusion and recommendations

Many factors appear to influence the movement of people for better healthcare services, such as lack of highly skilled professional health care workforce to address the country’s significant health challenges, waiting time, perceived costs, effectiveness and availability of medicine, mode of administering medicines and interpersonal skills displayed by medical personnel, lack of hygiene and high cost, lack of modern trauma units or services such as ambulances with trained medics etc. The medical services and hospitals in Cambodia do not meet international standards and lack hands-on training of advanced practical applications by medical professionals. Hence an increasing number of patients are seeking care abroad, mainly in neighboring countries. Medical tourism is challenging the traditional ways of thinking about public health and we are confronted with a wide array of questions that still need to be answered. Research about the topic is still in its infancy and more studies are urgently needed. The concept of medical tourism is appealing to anyone who is interested in high quality and affordable healthcare. The medical tourism phenomenon is gaining popularity and the number of people going abroad for treatment increases rapidly every year. With many medical tourism benefits, advancements in technology and improvements in healthcare standards within developing countries, it is likely that the advantages of medical tourism will provide a striking economical solution to many healthcare problems.
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